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Abstract

Vibronic coupling constants (VCC) and reorganization energy of C\textsubscript{60} derivative anions including [6,6]-phenyl-C\textsubscript{61}-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) are evaluated. The results are analyzed in terms of the vibronic coupling density (VCD). All the molecules calculated exhibit almost the same VCCs in C\textsubscript{-60}. A low symmetry derivative with a delocalized LUMO over the molecule would exhibit large VCCs and not be suitable for a organic photovoltaics material from view of vibronic couplings.

1. Introduction

Fullerene derivatives have been employed as acceptors or electron-transporting materials in organic photovoltaics (OPV) [1, 2], model systems for the artificial photosynthesis [3], and so on. In these investigations, vibronic coupling (VC) or vibrational reorganization energy [4, 5, 6] plays an important role. In the carrier-transporting process, the VC gives rise to the inelastic scattering of a carrier and power loss [7]. Thus small VCs and reorganizations...
are desired in the process. Small vibrational reorganization energy is also required to make artificial photosynthetic models [8, 9, 3].

The reorganization energies have been evaluated in some systems such as porphyrin-fullerene dyads and donor:PCBM blends where PCBM is [6,6]-phenyl-C$_{61}$-butyric acid methyl ester [8, 9, 10, 11]. Experimentally, the reorganization energies have been estimated from the Stokes shift of emission spectra from the charge-transferred state [8, 9, 10]. The vibrational reorganization energies were obtained theoretically from the difference of the total energies of neutral and charge-transferred states [11]. However, the VCs in C$_{60}$ derivative has not understood clearly, and insight into the VCs from the view of the electronic and vibrational structures is useful.

Recently we have estimated the vibronic coupling constants (VCC) of C$_{60}^-$ from the photoelectron spectrum in gas phase [12] using the exact diagonalization of a dynamic Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian [13]. Furthermore the estimated VCCs agree well with the density functional theory calculation[13]. Therefore, the method of calculation can be applied for accurate estimations of the VCCs in C$_{60}$ derivatives.

The VCCs can be analyzed in terms of vibronic coupling density (VCD) [14, 6]. The VCD provides a local picture of the VC from the electronic and vibrational structures, and the VCD demonstrates the strengths of the VCs of C$_{60}$ monoanion [15]. Moreover, using the VCD analysis, we have succeeded in designing novel hole- and electron-transporting molecules with small VCCs [16, 17].

In this study, we calculate the VCCs or reorganization energies in C$_{60}$ derivative anions (see Fig. 1) and compare the VCs with those in C$_{60}$ anion.
As C$_{60}$ derivatives, we treat PCBM (Fig. 1, 1) and fullerene pyrrolidines (Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The former is employed as an acceptor in organic thin film solar cells [1] and the latters are used as acceptors in donor-acceptor dyads [3, 9]. The calculated results are analyzed in terms of vibronic coupling density analysis.

2. Theory

Vibronic coupling constant (VCC) [4, 5, 6] for a vibrational mode $\alpha$ is defined by

$$V_{\alpha} = \left\langle \frac{\partial \hat{H}(Q, r)}{\partial Q_{\alpha}} \right|_{R_0} \left[ \frac{\partial \hat{H}(Q, r)}{\partial Q_{\alpha}} \right] \left| \Psi(R_0, r) \right\rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\Psi$ denotes the electronic wavefunction for the anionic state at the equilibrium structure of the neutral state $R_0$, $r = (r_1, \ldots, r_i, \ldots, r_N)$ a set of the electron coordinates, $\hat{H}$ molecular Hamiltonian, and $Q = (Q_1, \ldots, Q_\alpha, \ldots)$ a set of the normal coordinate $Q_{\alpha}$. The direction of mode $\alpha$ is defined so as $V_{\alpha}$ is negative. Vibronic Hamiltonian can be written as

$$\hat{H}_{\text{vibro}} = E_0 + \sum_{\alpha}^{3M-6} \left[ -|V_{\alpha}| Q_{\alpha} + \frac{1}{2} \omega_{\alpha}^2 Q_{\alpha}^2 \right],$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_0$ is the ground-state electronic energy of the anion at $R_0$. The vibronic Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

$$\hat{H}_{\text{vibro}} = E_0 + \sum_{\alpha}^{3M-6} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \omega_{\alpha}^2 \left( Q_{\alpha} - \frac{|V_{\alpha}|}{\omega_{\alpha}^2} \right)^2 - \frac{V_{\alpha}^2}{2 \omega_{\alpha}^2} \right].$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

From Eq.(3), reorganization energy for mode $\alpha$ is obtained as

$$E_{R,\alpha} = \frac{V_{\alpha}^2}{2 \omega_{\alpha}^2}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)
Total reorganization energy is calculated from

\[ E_R = \sum_\alpha E_{R\alpha}. \tag{5} \]

VCD for a vibrational mode \( \alpha \) is defined by \([14, 6]\)

\[ \eta_\alpha(\mathbf{r}_i) = \Delta \rho(\mathbf{r}_i) \times v_\alpha(\mathbf{r}_i), \tag{6} \]

where \( \Delta \rho(\mathbf{r}_i) = \rho(\mathbf{r}_i) - \rho_0(\mathbf{r}_i) \) is the electron density difference between the anionic density \( \rho \) and the neutral density \( \rho_0 \). Potential derivative \( v_\alpha(\mathbf{r}_i) \) is defined using the nuclear attraction potential acting on a single electron:

\[ u(\mathbf{r}_i) = \sum_{A=1}^M \frac{Z_A e^2}{4\pi \epsilon_0 |\mathbf{r}_i - \mathbf{R}_A|^2}. \tag{7} \]

where \( M \) is the number of the nuclei, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the electric constant, and \( \mathbf{R}_A \) and \( Z_A \) denote the position and the charge of nucleus \( A \), respectively. The potential derivative is defined by

\[ v_\alpha(\mathbf{r}_i) = \left( \frac{\partial u(\mathbf{r}_i)}{\partial Q_\alpha} \right)\bigg|_{\mathbf{R}_0}. \tag{8} \]

The space integral of a vibronic coupling density \( \eta_\alpha \) yields the VCC:

\[ V_\alpha = \int \eta_\alpha(\mathbf{r}_i) d^3\mathbf{r}_i = \int \Delta \rho(\mathbf{r}_i) \times v_\alpha(\mathbf{r}_i) d^3\mathbf{r}_i. \tag{9} \]

The VCC can be analyzed in terms of the electronic structure \( \Delta \rho \) and the vibrational structure \( v_\alpha \) through the VCD \( \eta_\alpha \) based on Eq. (9). Note that a VCD is sometimes canceled in a certain region since a VCD distributes with positive and negative values [7].

Effective mode with the VCC

\[ V_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{\sum_\alpha V_\alpha^2} \tag{10} \]
is defined by
\[
\mathbf{u}_{\text{eff}} = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{3M-6} \left( \frac{|V_\alpha|}{V_{\text{eff}}} \right) \mathbf{u}_\alpha,
\]  
where \( \mathbf{u}_\alpha \) is a vibrational vector of mode \( \alpha \). For the effective mode, the frequency and the reorganization energy are
\[
\omega_{\text{eff}}^2 = \sum_{\alpha} \frac{V_\alpha^2 \omega_\alpha^2}{V_{\text{eff}}^2},
\]  \( \omega_{\text{eff}}^2 \)
\[
E_{\text{eff}} = \frac{V_{\text{eff}}^2}{2\omega_{\text{eff}}^2},
\]  \( E_{\text{eff}} \)

respectively.

3. Method of calculation

We employed the B3LYP functional with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. The reference structures were obtained by geometry optimizations of the neutral states. Vibrational analyses were applied for the optimized structures to be checked if the structure is a stationary minimum. Analytical force calculations were performed for the optimized structures of the neutral states. We employed the Gaussian 09 packages for the optimizations, vibrational analysis, and force calculations [18]. The VCCs were evaluated using the results of the force calculations. The VCD analyses were performed using the electronic wavefunctions of the neutral and anionic states at their reference geometry as well as the vibrational modes. The VCC and VCD calculations were performed using our codes. In order to analyze the electronic structures, we performed the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) analysis using the YAeHMOP program [19, 20].
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Vibronic coupling constants and reorganization energies

Figure 2 shows the calculated vibronic coupling constants \( V_{\alpha} \) (1) of \( \text{C}_{60}^- \) [13] and the anions of \( \text{C}_{60} \) derivatives (Fig 1). Since the symmetry of \( \text{C}_{60} \) is \( I_h \), and the LUMOs belong to the \( t_{1u} \) irreducible representation, the electronic state of \( \text{C}_{60}^- \) is \( T_{1u} \). The \( T_{1u} \) electronic state couples with \( a_g \) and \( h_g \) modes from the selection rule, \( [T_{1u}^2] = a_g \oplus h_g \). \( \text{C}_{60} \) has two \( a_g \) modes and eight sets of \( h_g \) modes, and thus it has 42 active modes. For \( \text{C}_{60}^- \), the VCCs of the \( a_g(2) \) (1492 cm\(^{-1}\)), \( h_g(7) \) (1442 cm\(^{-1}\)), and \( h_g(8) \) (1608 cm\(^{-1}\)) modes are strong [13].

The VCCs of the derivatives are quite similar to those of \( \text{C}_{60}^- \) except for the number of active modes. The symmetries of the derivatives are lower than that of \( \text{C}_{60} \), and hence the derivatives have larger number of active modes than \( \text{C}_{60} \) does. For example, since PCBM (Fig. 1, 1) is \( C_1 \), all of the 258 vibrational modes are active. Among the active modes of derivatives, the modes originating from the \( a_g(2) \) mode of \( \text{C}_{60} \) is the most intense, and the mode from the \( h_g(8) \) mode of \( \text{C}_{60} \) is the second strongest. On the other hand, the VCCs for the modes which do not originate from the active modes of \( \text{C}_{60}^- \), the \( a_g \) and \( h_g \) modes, are weak.

Reorganization energies \( E_{R,\alpha} \) (4) are shown in Fig. 3, and total reorganization energies \( E_R \) (5) are tabulated in Table 1. The reorganization energies of the derivatives are close to that of \( \text{C}_{60}^- \). The reorganization energy of PCBM which has the largest number of active modes is the largest among the systems. Nonetheless the difference in \( E_R \) is only 7 meV. Present reorganization energies of ca. 70 meV were obtained smaller than experimental
value of ca. 100 meV [8]. This is because the experimental value includes $E_R$ of the donor part as well as $E_R$ of the acceptor.

The frequencies (12), VCCs (10), and total reorganization energies (13) for the effective modes of the derivatives are almost the same as $C_{60}$ as tabulated in Table 1. Moreover, the Mulliken charges on the substituent group are small. These results indicate that the vibronic couplings in the derivatives originate from the coupling in $C_{60}$.

4.2. Vibronic coupling density

Figure 4 shows the LUMO and the electron density difference $\Delta \rho$ of PCBM. In Fig. 4, white and the blue areas indicate positive and negative values, respectively. The LUMO (Fig. 4 (a)) is almost completely localized on the $C_{60}$ fragment. The distribution of the electron density difference $\Delta \rho$ (Fig. 4 (b)) is similar to the LUMO density. However, $\Delta \rho$ appears not only on $C_{60}$ but also on the substituent (Fig. 4 (b)). The charge transfer from $C_{60}$ cage to the substituent (see Mulliken charge in Table 1), though small, gives rise to the change of the distribution of the electron density, and consequently $\Delta \rho$ appears on the substituent. In addition, negative polarization of $\Delta \rho$ is found on the $C_{60}$ cage because of the Coulomb interactions between electron in doubly occupied orbitals and an additional electron in the anion. In other words, the many-body effect strongly affects $\Delta \rho$, and therefore, VCCs [21].

Since the electron density difference $\Delta \rho$ is mainly localized on the $C_{60}$ cage, $\Delta \rho$ of the derivative anions strongly couple to vibrational modes corresponding to the $a_g(2)$ and the $h_g(8)$ modes of $C_{60}$. Therefore the potential derivative $v_{\alpha}(8)$ for the effective mode is localized on the $C_{60}$ fragment (Fig. 5 (a)), and the distributions of the VCD (6) in the PCBM anion (Fig. 5 (b))
is similar to that of C\textsubscript{60} [15]. Furthermore, the effective mode of the PCBM anion is the stretching mode of the 6:6 C=C double bond, which is the same as in C\textsubscript{60} [22]. Similar discussion holds for the C\textsubscript{60} derivative anions other than PCBM.

4.3. Fragment molecular orbital analysis

The VCCs or reorganization energies of C\textsubscript{60} and the derivatives are close to each other because the distribution of the LUMOs of the derivatives are similar to that of C\textsubscript{60}. This conservation of LUMO can be explained based on the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) analysis. For the analysis, each C\textsubscript{60} derivative is divided into C\textsubscript{60} (Fragment A) and the substituted group (Fragment B). The FMO of PCBM is shown in Fig. 6. The HOMO of PCBM consists of the h\textsubscript{u} and the t\textsubscript{1u} frontier orbitals of C\textsubscript{60} fragment (Frag. A) and the LUMO of the substituent (Frag. B). One of the t\textsubscript{1u} LUMOs contributes to the HOMO of PCBM, while the others do not. The latter orbitals are almost unchanged under the addition of the substituent. Therefore, the LUMO of PCBM is almost the same as one of the LUMOs of C\textsubscript{60}.

5. Summary

VCCs and reorganization energy of C\textsubscript{60} derivative anions including PCBM were evaluated. The results were analyzed in terms of the VCD. All the molecules calculated exhibit almost the same VCCs in C\textsubscript{60}. Since the LUMO of the derivatives originate from the t\textsubscript{1u} LUMO, \( \Delta \rho \) is localized on the C\textsubscript{60} fragment. This result indicates that the electronic structure of C\textsubscript{60} is robust and kept in the C\textsubscript{60} derivatives. The reorganization energy of PCBM is slightly larger than that of C\textsubscript{60}. This is because the molecular symmetry of
PCBM is low. In order to avoid increase of the reorganization energy, (1) $\Delta \rho$ should localize on the $C_{60}$ fragment, and (2) the molecular symmetry should be high. Therefore, a low symmetry derivative with a delocalized LUMO would exhibit large VCCs and not be suitable for a OPV material or model system of photosynthesis from view of vibronic couplings.
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Table 1: Total reorganization energies $E_R$ (meV). Frequencies $\omega_{\text{eff}}$ (cm$^{-1}$), vibronic couplings $V_{\text{eff}}$ ($10^{-4}$ a.u.), and stabilization energies $E_{\text{eff}}$ (meV) of the effective modes. Sums of Mulliken charges on the substituent groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$E_R$</th>
<th>$\omega_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>$V_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{60}$</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^-$</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2$^-$</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$^-$</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>-0.109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions

Figure 1: Calculated $C_{60}$ derivatives. 1 is the [6,6]-phenyl-C-61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), 2 is the fullerene pyrrolidine, and 3 is a fullerene pyrrolidine derivative.

Figure 2: Vibronic coupling constants of (a) $C_{60}$, (b) $1^-$, (c) $2^-$ ($C_s$), and (d) $3^-$ ($C_1$) in $10^{-4}$ a.u.

Figure 3: Reorganization energies $E_{R,\alpha}$ of (a) $C_{60}^-$, (b) $1^-$, (c) $2^-$, and (d) $3^-$ in meV.

Figure 4: (a) LUMO (isosurface value=0.025 a.u.) and (b) $\Delta \rho$ (isosurface value=0.001 a.u.) of 1 (PCBM).

Figure 5: (a) $\nu_{\text{eff}}$ (isosurface value=0.005 a.u.) and (b) $\eta_{\text{eff}}$ (isosurface value=$5 \times 10^{-6}$ a.u.) for the effective mode in PCBM.

Figure 6: FMO analysis for 1 (PCBM). Threshold of the MO is 0.03 a.u. for the system and fragment A and 0.05 a.u. for the fragment B.
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Figure 3: Reorganization energies $E_{R,\alpha}$ of (a) C$_{60}$, (b) PCBM$^-$, (c) C$_{60}$ pyrrolidine$^-$, and (d) C$_{60}$ pyrrolidine derivative$^-$ in meV.
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